LinkedIn Learning Remote Work Resources

- **Resource:** [Guide to Sharing Content](#) - designed to help any learner (no need to be an admin) leverage the content with others.
- **Resource:** [Article with tips for those new to Remote Work](#)
- **Resource:** [Common HED Content Mapping Requests](#) – you can request additional mappings through your LinkedIn account team.
- **Course Recommendations** for Online Teaching:
  - [Learning to Teach Online](#)
  - [Learning How to Increase Learner Engagement](#)
  - [Teaching Online Synchronous Classes](#)
  - [Teaching with Technology](#)
  - [Teacher Tech Tips](#)
- **Course Recommendations** for Working Remotely and additional suggestions:
  - [Working Remotely](#) – 1 hr
  - [Time Management: Working From Home](#) – 1 hr 25 min
  - [Being an effective Team Member](#) – 31 min
  - [Productivity Tips: Finding Your Productive Mindset](#) – 59 min
  - [Leading at a Distance](#) – 36 min
  - [Balancing Work and Life](#) – 28 min
  - [Thriving @ Work: the Connection between Well-being and Productivity](#) – 41 min
  - [Managing Stress for Positive Change](#) – 57 min
  - [Building Resilience](#) – 34 min
  - [Developing Resourcefulness](#) – 18 min